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In this study, N-doped reduced graphene oxide/waterborne polyurethane (NRGO/WPU) composites were
prepared by in situ chemical reduction of graphene oxide in an aqueous solution system. The morphol-
ogy, structure, electrical conductivity, electromagnetic shielding, as well as thermal stability of the
NRGO/WPU composites were characterized. The results show that simultaneous chemical reduction
and N-doped functionalization of graphene oxide were achieved using diethylenetriamine as a reducing
agent and N-doping agent. The introduction of NRGO could endow the WPU with quality electromagnetic
interference shielding effectiveness (EMI SE). The composites with 12 wt% NRGO content exhibited the
EMI SE of 28.3 dB at 9 GHz. Attributable to the uniform distribution of NRGO in the WPU matrix and
its formed network structure, the NRGO/WPU composites had a better electrical conductivity compared
with virgin WPU. TG and DTG indicated that the NRGO/WPU composites had a better thermal stability
than virgin WPU.

� 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction

Graphene, a new kind of carbon material possessing two-
dimensional layers with a honeycomb lattice, has drawn great
attentions due to its unique physical and chemical properties
[1–4]. In order to meet the application needs of the future
semiconductor device and electronics industry, many research
works were focused on the preparation methods and performance
analysis of graphene and its functional derivatives [5–8]. Among
these, N-doped reduced graphene oxide (NRGO) was considered
an ideal and effective route to modulate and control the properties
of graphene for applications [9–12].

Graphene/polymer composites synergistically combined the
properties of the host polymer matrix and discrete graphene, thus
their physicochemical characteristics significantly differed from
those of the bulk materials. These composite materials were
expected to have novel electrical [13–15], optical [16,17], thermal
[18–20], mechanical [21–23], microwave absorption [24], and elec-
tromagnetic interference shield [25,26] properties. Therefore, gra-
phene was considered an exemplary nanofiller to improve
properties of polymer composites. Graphene/polymer composites
were mostly obtained via the mixing of graphene with polymer.
However, to form composites with predetermined excellent per-
formances, many challenges and difficulties were involved, such
as improving interfacial adhesion between graphene and the poly-
mer matrix, and preventing graphene from aggregation in the
polymer matrix [27,28]. To maintain a uniform and stable disper-
sion of graphene in the polymer matrix, several experimentations
focused on the method of in situ chemical reduction of graphene
oxide in an aqueous media with waterborne polymer [29–31]. To
the best of our knowledge, this method could be used for the
preparation of N-doped reduced graphene oxide/waterborne poly-
urethane (NRGO/WPU) composites.

Recently, some scientific papers have been published regarding
the preparation and characterization of reduced graphene oxide/
water-borne polyurethane (RGO/WPU) composites. Hsiao et al.
prepared RGO/WPU composites through the electrospinning and
layer-by-layer assembly technique, with the obtained composites
exhibiting good electrical conductivity and EMI shielding effective-
ness [32]. Yousefi et al. used hydrazine solution as a reducing agent
to obtain RGO/WPU composites, and the composites showed sub-
stantially enhanced tensile strength, as well as a systematic reduc-
tion of the moisture permeability with increasing RGO content
[33]. Lei et al. used 3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane as a modifying
agent and diethanol amine as a reducing agent to obtain RGO/
WPU composites, the composites’ film expressed better thermal
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stability than that of virgin WPU [34]. In this article, NRGO/WPU
composites were prepared by in situ chemical reduction of gra-
phene oxide in an aqueous solution system. It is worth mentioning
that the preparation process, without complicated procedure and
equipment, was a facile and effective method to prepare NRGO/
WPU composites. Not only was simultaneous chemical reduction
and N-doped functionalization of graphene oxide realized when
diethylenetriamine was used as a reducing agent and N-doping
agent, but the uniform distribution of NRGO in the WPU matrix
was also achieved. The electrical conductivity, electromagnetic
shielding, and thermal stability of NRGO/WPU composites were
all studied in detail.
Fig. 1. FTIR spectra of (a) GO, (b) NRGO, (c) NRGO/WPU composites containing 5 wt
% NRGO, and (d) WPU. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
2. Experimental

2.1. Material

The natural graphite powder was purchased from Qingdao Hua-
tai Lubricant Sealing S&T Co., Ltd. The aqueous emulsion of WPU
(PU-2960) was supplied by ShunDe SanSheng Trade Co., Ltd. Con-
centrated sulfuric acid (analytical reagent, 95–98 wt%), potassium
permanganate (analytical reagent) and hydrochloric acid (analyti-
cal reagent, 36–38 wt%) were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical
Reagent Co., Ltd. Sodium nitrate (analytical reagent), H2O2 (analyt-
ical reagent, 30 wt%) and diethylenetriamine (DETA, analytical
reagent) were purchased from Shanghai Aladdin Bio-Chem Tech-
nology Co., Ltd.

2.2. Preparation of GO

GO was synthesized based on natural graphite using the modi-
fied Hummers chemical method [35,36]. Natural graphite (2.5 g)
and sodium nitrate (1.9 g) were added to concentrated sulfuric acid
(200 ml) in a round-bottom flask. The flask was put into an ice bath
to keep the temperature of the mixture less than 5 �C. Under stir-
ring with a speed of 150 rpm, potassium permanganate (7.5 g)
was slowly added to the reaction mixture. After that, the temper-
ature of the reaction mixture was heated up to 35 �C and stirred
for 48 h. Deionized water (150 ml) was subsequently added to
the reaction mixture. Then the temperature was heated up to
90 �C and stirred for 3 h. H2O2 (40 ml) was added to the reaction
mixture after the temperature below 30 �C. The reaction mixture
was centrifuged and washed with an aqueous solution of
hydrochloric acid (5 wt%) and deionized water for four times.
Finally, the GO dispersion was centrifuged at 3000 rpm for
20 min to remove the unexfoliated graphite.

2.3. Preparation of NRGO

For the flask containing the GO dispersion above, 10 wt% DETA
was added under stirring with a speed of 150 rpm. The reaction
mixture was kept at 80 �C for 24 h to obtain NRGO dispersion.
Then, NRGO was obtained by centrifugation, washing, and drying.

2.4. Preparation of NRGO/WPU composites

The GO dispersion was added to the flask containing WPU
emulsion in an ultrasonic bath. Then, 10 wt% DETA was added to
the mixture under stirring with a speed of 150 rpm. The reaction
mixture was kept at 80 �C for 24 h to obtain NRGO/WPU compos-
ites dispersion. The NRGO/WPU composites dispersion was trans-
ferred into a Teflon molds and dried at 50 �C for 24 h in a
vacuum dry oven, the composites sample was obtained as a result.
Then, the sample was washed with DI water and acetone at 40 �C
for 12 h. The washing procedure described above was repeated
for three times. Finally, the composites samples were obtained
by vacuum drying at 70 �C for 24 h.

2.5. Characterization

Fourier transform infrared spectra (FTIR) of the samples were
recorded on a Nicolet 8700 spectrometer. Raman spectra of the
samples were recorded using a Renishaw in Via Reflex Raman sys-
tem with an excitation laser of 532 nm. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns of the samples were performed in the range of 2h = 5–
80� by a Philips X’Pert Pro MPD X-ray diffractometer, using Cu Ka
radiation (k = 0.15406 nm). The transmission emission microscopy
(TEM) of the samples were observed on a JEM-2010 TEM. Zeta
potential of the samples were measured using a Malvern
3000HSA zetasizer instrument. The scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) of the samples were observed on a Sirion-200 field emission
scanning electron microscope with an accelerating voltage of
20 kV. The LK2679A high resistivity meter was used to measure
the electrical conductivity of samples with volume resistivity
beyond 106 X cm at room temperature. The RTS-9 four-point probe
resistivity measurement system was used to measure the electrical
conductivity of samples with volume resistivity within 106X cm at
room temperature. The electromagnetic interference (EMI) shield-
ing effectiveness of the samples were obtained using a AV3629A
vector network analyzer, the toroidal shaped samples with an
outer diameter of 7.0 mm and inner diameter of 3.0 mm, a fre-
quency range of 1–9 GHz. The thermal gravimetric (TG) and differ-
ential thermal gravimetric (DTG) analysis of the samples were
tested by a Q5000 IR thermal gravimetric analyzer at a heating rate
of 10 �C/min in air atmosphere. XPS spectra of the samples were
obtained via an X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (American
Thermo).
3. Results and discussions

3.1. Chemical and morphology analyses of GO and NRGO

In this study, NRGO was successfully synthesized via a simulta-
neous chemical reduction and N-doped functionalization of GO.
The spectra of GO and NRGO are shown in Fig. 1. In the FTIR spectra
of GO and NRGO, the bands of 2923 cm�1 and 2850 cm�1 were
attributed to the stretching vibrations of the CAH bond. For GO,



Fig. 3. XRD patterns of (a) NRGO, (b) GO, and (c) natural graphite. (For interpre-
tation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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the band of 3406 cm�1 was attributed to stretching vibrations of
the OAH bond. The peak at 1721 cm�1 was attributed to the
stretching vibrations of the C@O bond of carbonyl or carboxyl
groups. The peak at 1622 cm�1 corresponded to the stretching
vibrations of the C@C bond of the benzene rings of GO. Deforma-
tion vibrations of the CAO bond were observed at 1051 cm�1

[37]. For NRGO, the band of 3423 cm�1 was attributed to the
stretching vibrations of the NAH bond. The peaks at 1640 cm�1

and 1575 cm�1 corresponded to the stretching vibrations of the
C@C bond and the C@N bond, respectively. Due to the acylation
reaction, the band of C@C bond moved from 1622 cm�1 to
1640 cm�1 compared with GO [31,38]. The bands of the C@O bond
and the CAO bond in the FTIR spectra of NRGO were weakened.
This result confirmed the reduction reaction of DETA to GO.

Fig. 2 shows the Raman spectra of GO, NRGO, and natural gra-
phite samples. Raman spectroscopy is a very valuable characteriza-
tion method for carbon materials. In the Raman spectrum of GO,
NRGO, and natural graphite samples, the D band originated from
the presence of disordered carbon or defected mode of the carbon
lattices’ materials. The G band was usually attributed to the in-
plane stretching vibrations of sp2 hybrid mode carbon atom in all
of the samples. As shown in Fig. 2, D band and G band were located
at about 1340–1350 cm�1 and 1580–1590 cm�1, respectively. ID
was the integral area of D band, IG was the integral area of G band,
and the normalized ID/IG ratio was used to measure the amount of
disorder of samples [39]. According to calculation, the values of
ID/IG ratio of GO, NRGO and natural graphite were 1.45, 1.13, and
0.08, respectively. Compared to graphite, the higher value of ID/IG
ratio of GO meant that graphite was effectively exfoliated into
GO layers. Compared to GO, the lower value of ID/IG ratio of NRGO
indicated that reduction of GO led to the improvement of the
ordering of NRGO sample [40].

As shown in Fig. 3, XRD patterns were employed to identify the
GO, NRGO, and natural graphite. In curve c, the major characteristic
diffraction peaks were at 2h = 26.6�, 44.6�, and 54.7�, correspond-
ing to the (0 0 2), (1 0 1), and (0 0 4) crystal faces of graphite (JCPDF
No. 00-008-0415) [41]. According to Bragg law, the interplanar
spacing of graphite calculated was 3.35 Å. In curve b, the major
characteristic diffraction peak was at 2h = 10.7� of GO, correspond-
ing to the (0 0 1) crystal face of GO [42]. According to Bragg law,
the interplanar spacing of GO was 8.25 Å, which indicated that
the interplanar spacing of GO had obviously increased compared
Fig. 2. Raman spectra of (a) GO, (b) NRGO, and (c) natural graphite. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
to graphite. In curve a, there was a board peak at 2h = 24.3�, which
indicated that the structure of NRGO was comprised of randomly
ordered graphitic platelets [43]. The result confirmed the reduction
reaction of DETA to GO.

Fig. 4 shows the TEM images of GO and NRGO. The morphology
of GO displays the flat surface, while the obvious wrinkle appears
on the surface of NRGO. The morphology change was attributable
to the effect of chemical reduction of DETA to GO, which intro-
duced the defects of hexagon–heptagon rings on the surface of
NRGO, leading to the wrinkled and fluffy surface [44,45]. After
the chemical reduction of DETA, some XPS characteristic peaks of
GO, especially for C@O (287.1 eV) (Fig. 4e), were greatly weakened,
shifted, or disappeared, which suggested the removal of oxygen-
containing groups and then confirmed the efficient reduction of
DETA to GO. In Fig. 4f, the additional component at 286.4 eV could
be ascribed to CAN groups. Moreover, it should be noted that sur-
vey XPS spectra of NRGO (Fig. 4c) showed the apparent nitrogen
peak at �401 eV and decreased oxygen peak at �530 eV as com-
pared to that of GO, which indicated the de-oxygenation or oxygen
substitution by nitrogen [37,46]. This result supported the reduc-
tion and N-doped functionalization of GO by DETA.

3.2. Chemical and morphology analyses of NRGO/WPU composites

In this study, NRGO/WPU composites were successfully pre-
pared by the in situ chemical reduction method. The photo images
of WPU (10.0 mg/ml), GO (0.5 mg/ml), GO/WPU composites
(10.0 mg/ml) and NRGO/WPU composites (10.0 mg/ml) dispersion
are shown in Fig. 5. The FTIR spectra of NRGO/WPU composites and
WPU are shown in Fig. 1. In the FTIR spectra of NRGO/WPU com-
posites and WPU, the band of 3374 cm�1 was ascribed to the
stretching vibrations of the NAH bond. The bands of 2954 cm�1

and 2855 cm�1 were attributed to the stretching vibrations of the
CAH bond. The peak at 1721 cm�1 was ascribed to the stretching
vibrations of the C@O bond of carbonyl or carboxyl groups. Fur-
thermore, the peaks of 1539 cm�1, 1463 cm�1, and 1241 cm�1

were attributed to the stretching vibrations of the COANH groups
[47].

In order to explore the formation mechanism of NRGO/WPU
composites, the Zeta potential (n) of GO dispersion, WPU disper-
sion, GO/WPU composites dispersion and NRGO/WPU composites
dispersion were measured. The Zeta potential of GO dispersion
(0.05 mg/ml) and WPU dispersion (1.0 mg/ml) were �52 mV and



Fig. 4. TEM images of (a) GO, and (b) NRGO; (c) survey XPS spectra of GO and NRGO; (d) N1s spectrum of NRGO; (e) C1s spectrum of GO; (f) C1s spectrum of NRGO. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 5. Photo images of (a) WPU dispersion, (b) GO dispersion, (c) GO/WPU composites dispersion and (d) NRGO/WPU composites dispersion. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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�43 mV, respectively. Although both of them were negatively
charged, they could form a stable GO/WPU composites dispersion
(1.05 mg/ml) containing 5 wt% GO content (n = �67 mV). Similar
to other recent studies, the polyurethane chains could be self-
assembled and adsorbed onto the surface of the GO sheet. The neg-
atively charged or oxygenated groups were hydrophilic, in other
words they were mostly located at the edge of GO sheet surface
[48–51]. Thereafter, DETA was fed into the dispersion of the GO/
WPU composites, the NRGO/WPU composites dispersion contain-
ing 5 wt% NRGO content with n = �56 mV (1.05 mg/ml) was
obtained by the in situ chemical reduction method. The formation
process of NRGO/WPU composites is shown in Fig. 6.

In order to explore the dispersion of NRGO in the NRGO/WPU
composites, SEM images of GO, NRGO, virgin WPU, and NRGO/
WPU composites, as well as TEM image of NRGO/WPU composites
were measured. The results are shown in Fig. 7. Consistent with the
result of TEM, the SEM of GO showed a relatively flat surface
(Fig. 7a), while the evident wrinkle appeared on the surface of
NRGO (Fig. 7b). The morphology change was attributable to the
effect of chemical reduction of DETA to GO, which introduced
hexagon–heptagon rings defects on the surface of NRGO, which
Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of formation mechanism for the NRGO/WPU composites.
referred to the web version of this article.)
led to the wrinkled and fluffy surface [44,45]. Fig. 7c shows the
SEM image of the virgin WPU. From it, we could see that the virgin
WPU matrix had a smooth and flat fractured surface without an
obvious wrinkle. Fig. 7d–g displays the SEM images of NRGO/
WPU composites with 1.0, 5.0, 9.0 and 12.0 wt% NRGO content,
respectively. There existed a rough fractured surface with many
wrinkles, which indicated that NRGO had a good dispersion in
the composites. Fig. 7h shows the TEM image of NRGO/WPU com-
posites with 5.0 wt% NRGO content. By observing this image, we
can see that NRGO formed a continuous network structure in the
composites. The uniform distribution of NRGO in the WPU matrix
and its formed network structure could be beneficial to improve
the electrical conductivity and EMI shielding effectiveness of
NRGO/WPU composites.

3.3. Electrical conductivity performance of NRGO/WPU composites

The results of the studied conductivity of NRGO/WPU compos-
ites are shown in Fig. 8. When the NRGO content changed from 1 to
12 wt%, the electrical conductivity of NRGO/WPU composites
showed a rapid increase at low content, and then slowly climbed
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is



Fig. 7. SEM images of (a) GO, (b) NRGO, (c) virgin WPU, and NRGO/WPU composites containing (d) 1 wt% NRGO, (e) 5 wt% NRGO, (f) 9 wt% NRGO, and (g) 12 wt% NRGO; TEM
image of (h) NRGO/WPU composites containing 5 wt% NRGO.
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with the increase of NRGO content. Percolation theory defined an
insulator-conductor transition and the corresponding threshold
concentration of the conductive filler, via the following equation
[52,53]:

r ¼ r0ðq� qcÞt for q > qc ð1Þ

where r is the conductivity of NRGO/WPU composites, r0 is a con-
stant, q is the content of NRGO, qc is the percolation threshold con-
tent of NRGO, and t is the critical exponent.

According to Eq. (1), qc = 0.078 vol%, and t = 1.98 ± 0.11 for
NRGO/WPU composites. When the NRGO content exceeded the
corresponding threshold content, the NRGO/WPU composites had
exceptional electrical conductivity, owing to the network structure
of NRGO in the WPU matrix. The best electrical conductivity of
composites was 0.08 S/cm with 12 wt% NRGO content. The high
electrical conductivity of NRGO/WPU composites and the uniform
distribution of NRGO in the WPU matrix could improve the EMI
shielding performances of NRGO/WPU composites [54].

3.4. EMI shielding performance of NRGO/WPU composites

We investigated the EMI shielding effectiveness (SE) of NRGO/
WPU composites. As shown in Fig. 9, the EMI SE of NRGO/WPU
composites exhibited the variation in the frequency range from 1
to 9 GHz with various NRGO contents. On account of the conduc-
tivity of NRGO content and its formed network structure, the
results show that the EMI SE performances increased with



Fig. 8. Electrical conductivity of NRGO/WPU composites with different NRGO
content. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. EMI shielding effectiveness of NRGO/WPU composites with (a) 1 wt%, (b)
2 wt%, (c) 3 wt%, (d) 5 wt%, (e) 7 wt%, (f) 9 wt%, and (g) 12 wt% NRGO content
measured in the frequency range of 1–9 GHz. (For interpretation of the references
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Fig. 10. TG curves of (a) virgin WPU and NRGO/WPU composites with (b) 3 wt%, (c)
6 wt%, and (d) 12 wt% NRGO content. (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. DTG curves of (a) virgin WPU and NRGO/WPU composites with (b) 3 wt%,
(c) 6 wt%, and (d) 12 wt% NRGO content. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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increasing NRGO content. With the NRGO content increasing from
1 to 12 wt%, the EMI SE of composites significantly improved. The
best EMI SE of composites was 28.3 dB with 12 wt% NRGO content,
which indicated that NRGO played an important role in enhancing
EMI SE performances.

The total EMI SE (SEtotal) was the sum of the reflection (SER), the
absorption (SEA), and internal multiple reflection (SEM). The SEM
was generally neglected when SEtotal P 10 dB, so it was generally
assumed as the following equation [54–56]:

SEtotal � SEA þ SER ð2Þ

For the NRGO/WPU composites with 12 wt% NRGO content, the
values of SEtotal, SEA and SER, were 28.3 dB, 24.7 dB, and 3.6 dB,
respectively at 9 GHz. It was clear that the SEA played a vital role
in the total EMI SE. Similar to previous studies, it was well under-
stood that the conductive fillers and networks led to enhancement
of EMI SE of composites [25,57,58].
3.5. Thermal stability of NRGO/WPU composites

The thermal stability of virgin WPU and NRGO/WPU composites
were measured by TG and DTG under air condition. As shown in
Fig. 10, the temperatures of 20% weight loss and 50% weight loss
of virgin WPU appeared at 308.1 �C and 367.3 �C, respectively.
Compared with the virgin WPU, the thermal decomposition tem-
peratures of NRGO/WPU composites were tangibly improved. The
20% weight loss temperatures of NRGO/WPU composites with 3,
6, and 12 wt% NRGO were increased from 308.1 �C of virgin WPU
to 320.3 �C, 337.6 �C, and 361.1 �C. In addition, the 50% weight loss
temperatures of NRGO/WPU composites with 3, 6, and 12 wt%
NRGO were increased from 367.3 �C of virgin WPU to 379.8 �C,
399.8 �C, and 425.8 �C. The improvement of thermal stability of
NRGO/WPU composites was due to the uniform distribution of
NRGO in the WPU matrix [31]. The corresponding DTG curves of
virgin WPU and NRGO/WPU composites are shown in Fig. 11.
The maximum degradation temperatures of NRGO/WPU compos-
ites with 3, 6, and 12 wt% NRGO were increased from 356.2 �C of
virgin WPU to 361.3 �C, 372.6 �C, and 391.6 �C, respectively. The
maximum degradation temperatures of composites were
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improved with increasing NRGO content, which might be attribu-
table to their interaction with the WPU matrix during the degrada-
tion process. Meanwhile, the NRGO/WPU composites with
satisfactory thermal stability would have potential applications
for the industry field.
4. Conclusion

In summary, NRGO/WPU composites were successfully pre-
pared by the in situ chemical reduction of graphene oxide in an
aqueous solution system. The uniform distribution of NRGO and
its formed network structure in the WPU matrix resulted in
NRGO/WPU composites with suitable electrical conductivity, EMI
shielding effectiveness property, and thermal stability. The best
electrical conductivity of the NRGO/WPU composites was
0.08 S/cm with 12 wt% NRGO content. Furthermore, the compos-
ites exhibited the highest EMI shielding effectiveness of 28.3 dB
at 9 GHz. This preparation process provided a facile and efficient
synthetic method to prepare NRGO/WPU composites, which could
be used to prepare other reduced graphene oxide/polymer com-
posites for potential applications in the EMI shielding materials.
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